PRESS RELEASE 02/2017

UltraTack Range: ASLAN announces digital printing films with extra strong adhesion in four versions

ASLAN, the German manufacturer of self-adhesive films for special applications, now offers four versions of its digital printing film with extra strong adhesion. ASLAN UltraTack, designed specifically for long-term applications on challenging surfaces, is now available in both glossy and matt finishes and with either grey or transparent adhesive.

Among the main advantages of the UltraTack films is their reliable, secure hold on hard-to-stick substrates. These include low surface energy materials (e.g. plastic dustbins) as well as rough, uneven or cold surfaces. The digital printing films can even be applied at low temperatures down to 5 °C (41 °F).

The two new variants ASLAN DFP 07G and ASLAN DFP 08G are ideal for coloured or high-contrast surfaces. They guarantee high coverage thanks to the use of a grey adhesive, meaning that even brightly coloured and patterned substrates do not show through the film.

Moreover, by adding matt versions to the range, ASLAN now offers a perfect solution for applications requiring minimum reflection. The result is a truly universal product that can even be used on trade show stands or raw interior walls.

The polymeric soft film with an outdoor durability of 7 years is fitted with a silicone cardboard liner that is PE-coated on both sides, guaranteeing a high level of stability against humidity and heat, as well as excellent print results. The self-adhesive film can be digitally printed with high-quality results using solvent, eco-solvent, latex or UV-curing inks.

For further information and samples, please call the manufacturer on +49 (0)2204.708 80 or visit www.ASLAN-Schwarz.com.
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ABOUT ASLAN
ASLAN, Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG is a private family-owned company that has been a worldwide innovator in self-adhesive products for more than 66 years. A specialist in self-adhesive films, ASLAN successfully develops and manufactures high-quality, unique products and distributes them worldwide. In addition to a wide range of brand products, ASLAN offers a variety of individual solutions tailored to its customers’ requirements.